Support your research, diligence, and professional growth quickly and confidently with a subscription to GLG’s self-service platform, the GLG Library. Our digital content library connects you to timely insights such as what’s on the mind of competitors and industry decision-makers through growing and exclusive content, including transcripts, and webcast replays.

**New Content Added Daily**
We add new content daily on timely topics, including market-driven conversations, expert-led industry insights, and company and industry analysis. Below is a look at the breadth of content on the Library:

- **By Industry:**
  - 30% Technology, Media, and Telecommunications
  - 20% Consumer Goods and Services
  - 20% Energy and Industrials
  - 20% Healthcare
  - 10% Accounting/Financial Analysis, Legal and Regulatory, Real Estate

- **By Investment Strategies:**
  - 50% Public Equity
  - 25% Credit/Distressed
  - 25% Private Equity

**GLG Library Content Snapshot**
- 17,000+ Unique transcripts and on-demand webcasts
- 500+ New event transcripts and webcasts added each month

**Key Features of the GLG Library**

- **Library Exclusive**
  Learn from transcripts and replays created exclusively for on-demand consumption by providing fresh perspectives from Network Members.

- **Search**
  Find past or upcoming content by keyword, ticker, topic, and/or industry, including updated features such as matches transcript button, segment filtering, and exact searches.

- **Transcript Questions Index**
  Use indexed, hyperlinked questions to allow you to skip to where you want within a transcript and the synced audio.

- **Preliminary Transcripts**
  View raw transcripts published within hours of the recording.

- **Transcript Matching**
  Uncover relevant insights from unexpected conversations. Our system will identify where your topic of interest may be popping up elsewhere so you don’t miss a beat.

- **Request New Project Button**
  Ability to quickly request a direct call, project, or survey with our experts to take advantage of timely insights.

- **Your Events and Library History**
  View a summary of Events and Library content you have viewed in the past, or see upcoming events you have registered to attend.

- **Access Anywhere**
  Access on-demand content from your phone to learn on the go. Download to view offline. The Library is also distributed across content aggregators such as Sentieo. Bloomberg and FactSet coming soon in 2023.

- **Bookmark and Share**
  Save content you would like to revisit later. Easily share on-demand content with colleagues via email.
How We Help

GLG’s dedicated, customized suite of services connects you to experts with first-hand experience exactly when you need it. Gain access to powerful insights and the clarity necessary to help you act with confidence, safeguarded by GLG’s commitment to exceptional compliance. Approximately 1 million Network Members are ready to work with and for you.

GLG Member Interactions

GLG Member Interactions connects you directly with experts in specific topics, businesses, or industries through calls, private meetings, placements, or expert witness services. This direct access helps you gain powerful insights that can drive better decisions.

- GLG Calls connects you with trusted experts for a one-on-one, translated, or multiparty call.
- GLG Private Meetings lets clients meet with experts face-to-face or virtually.
- GLG Placements brings industry professionals directly to you so you can quickly get your team up to speed with deeper expertise.
- GLG Expert Witness Services enables litigators to engage an expert throughout the litigation life cycle.

GLG Surveys

Whether you need to evaluate entry into a market, quickly test a new idea, or optimize your messaging, our experienced team of quantitative researchers can help you reach the right groups and execute surveys that meet your research objectives on your timetable.

GLG Surveys assembles trusted samples from the world’s most diverse source of first-hand B2B expertise so you can quickly field-test your hypotheses or gain deeper understanding.

GLG Integrated Insights

Leaders face countless critical decisions with limited time and resources. GLG Integrated Insights engages our experts for longer-term and more in-depth engagements so you can efficiently draw on relevant expertise.

GLG Integrated Insights combines several offerings, applying our best-practice quantitative and qualitative methodologies to address your broader needs, all led by a team member with deep industry knowledge. Our work includes fully managed market assessments, due-diligence studies, competitive landscape analyses, brand analyses, and voice-of-customer studies.

GLG Qualitative

GLG Qualitative provides you with in-person or virtual focus groups, workshops, discussion panels, moderated calls, or other insight-gathering experiences with Network Members — harnessing the power of a live interaction to support your research objectives.

GLG Events

When market-moving news breaks, you need fast and relevant insights. GLG Events brings the world’s leading voices together to share perspectives and discuss industry trends and implications through virtual and live roundtables, webcasts, teleconferences, and other interactive conversations.

GLG Library

Support your research, diligence, and growth efforts with a subscription to GLG Library.

Accessed through MyGLG, our digital content library connects you to thousands of teleconference transcripts and on-demand webcasts led by our global subject-matter experts. New content is added daily on timely topics, including market-driven conversations, expert-led industry insights, and company and industry analysis.

Want to Know More?

We’d love to talk. Call us: +1 212 984 8500 | Visit us: glginsights.com